GIRLS SUMMER UNIFORM

Day Uniform:

Years 1 to 6

Blue striped dress, dropped waist, with sleeves, collar and action back. Royal Blue socks. Plain black school shoes or plain black joggers (no company logo or basketball/canvas styles).

Sports Uniform:

Years 1 to 6

Navy blue pleated wrap around skirt/skort or school sports shorts. Light blue Polo Shirt with Navy stripes and school badge. White sandshoes and white socks.

Prep

Navy blue pleated wrap around skirt/skort or school sports shorts. Light blue Polo Shirt with Navy stripes and school badge. White Sandshoes and white socks.

BOYS SUMMER UNIFORM

Day Uniform:

Years 1 to 6

Blue striped shirt, Navy Shorts, Navy Socks with school stripes. Plain black school shoes or plain black joggers (no company logo or basketball styles).

Sports Uniform:

Years 1 to 6

Light Blue Polo Shirt with Navy stripes and school badge. Navy Shorts. White sandshoes and white socks.

Prep

Light Blue Polo Shirt with Navy stripes and school badge. Navy Shorts. White sandshoes and white socks.
WINTER UNIFORM

BOYS

Summer Uniform with school tracksuit top OR School Tracksuit.

GIRLS:

Summer Uniform with school tracksuit top. (Royal blue/Navy tights, or royal knee highs may be worn as accessories) OR School tracksuit (sports shirt may be worn under tracksuit top). Tracksuit pants are NOT to be worn under the uniform.

SCHOOL HATS

A wide-brimmed royal blue school hat, so as to provide improved sun safety for all children. Students MUST wear the royal blue school hat at all times when outdoors.

SANDALS

Black or navy sandals (no high heels or surf sandals) may be worn for the first and last term of the school year.

HAIR

Hair should be clean and tidy. Long hair (ie. touching the collar) must be tied back. Fringes any longer than the eyebrows must be pinned back. Hair ties and clips need to be school or neutral colours only. Unconventional hair styles are not acceptable. Use of hair colouring is not acceptable.

NAILS

Coloured nail polish is not to be worn at school.

JEWELLERY

Wrist watches may be worn. Students may wear studs or sleepers. Only one may be worn in each earlobe. The only other acceptable forms of jewellery are signet rings and plain gold or silver chains with a religious symbol.

Discretionary Power

Discretionary power regarding uniform matters lies with the Principal. Parents seeking exemptions to the uniform policy due to religious beliefs, ethnic or cultural background, student disability, heath conditions or economic hardship must apply in writing to the school principal.

Changes to Uniform Policy

Any change to the uniform policy requires a two-third majority of families to support the change. Any proposed change that is not supported requires a period of three years before it is re-proposed.
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